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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Francis, R.I.C.C. (2002). Estimating catch at  age in the Chatham Rise hoki fishery. 

New Zealand Fisheries Assessment Report 200219.22 p. 

The work described in this repo* is aimed at improving the catch at age information used in stock 
assessments by using otolith data, rather than length mode analyses. It has four aims: 

1. determine the best way to estimate the catch at age for the ChathamRise fishery, 
2. determine what levels of precision are to be expected in catch at age for the years 1996-97, 

1997-98, and 1998-99, 
3. estimate the 1998-99 catch at age for this fishery, and 
4. estimate the 1999-2000 catch at age for this fishery 

which are parts of objective 2 of project HOK1999104, and objective 2 of HOK2000104. 

The most promising method of calculating catch at age (or, more properly, catch by year class) for the 
Chatham Rise uses just otolith ages and stratifies the catch in an attempt to improve precision and 
avoid bias. 

A simulation procedure was used to estimate the levels of precision that could be expected in 
estimated year class frequencies (YCFs) for the 1997-98 and 199849 catches on the Chatham Rise. 
No estimate was possible for 1996-97 because of the low level of observer coverage in that year. For 
otolith sample sizes of 1200 the weighted mean C.V. of YCFs was estimated to be 0.16 to 0.21 for 
1997-98 and 0.22 to 0.24 for 199&99. 

Estimated YCFs are presented for 1998-99 and 1999-2000 based on otolith sample sizes of 1361 and 
1043, respectively. Three alternative versions of these YCFs were calculated. The first two used 
different interpretations of the age data: using preferred age, and using the consistency score 
approach. The third version used the consistency-score ages and an alternative stratification. The 
three versions were similar for 1998-99 but differed markedly for 1999-2000. 

There is some cause for concern about the quality of these YCFs because of the patchiness of observer 
coverage in 1999-2000 and non-random sampling of otoliths in both yeirs. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

In New Zealand hoki stock assessments the only catch at age data for the Chatham Rise come fbm 
MIX analyses of length frequency data This is unsatisfactory because the estimation of age is 
indirect and covers only the first four or five age classes. It is also complicated by the fact that the 
fishery extends over most of the year (so the length mode for each cohort shifts during the year) and 
fish move in and out of the area during that time. The work described investigates the possibility of 
obtaining better catch at age data for this fishery using otoliths. ' It has four aims: 

1. determine the best way to estimate the catch at age for the Chatham Rise fishery, 
2. determine what levels of precision are to be expected in catch at age for the years 1996-97, 

1997-98, and 1998-99, 
3. estimate the 1998-99 catch at age for this fishery, and 
4. estimate the 1999-2000 catch at age for this fishery. 

The first three aims are additional activities quested by W i h  as p a t  of objective 2 of project 
HOK1999104 (the work of Bradford (2000) is also part of the same additional activities). The fourth 
aim is part of objective 2 of HOK2000104. 

The w&k on aims 1 and 2 was canied out first, to determine how many otoliths should be read for 
aims 3 and 4. 

The phrase "catch at age" is slightly misleading here. In fact, what is required for stock assessment 
purposes is a year-class frequency (YCF) - the proportion of the catch in each year class, by sex. 
This is what will be considered in this report. It is not the same as an age frequency because, 
according to the usual convention, hoki change ages during each fishing year. 

For the purposes of this report the Chatham Rise is defined as the area between 42" Sand 45" S and 
east of 172' E. This is the observer programme area SOE, plus most of area SEC 

2 HOW BEST TO ESTIMATE A YCF 

There are three main approaches to estimating a YCF from the available data: 

-using the LF data only and a modal separation program like W 
- using both the otolith and LF data via an age-length key, and 
-using just the otoliths. 

The first approach is of limited use for hoki because only the k t  four or five year classes can be 
resolved using length. A difficulty with the second method is that the age-length key varies 
substantially during the year because of the growth of individuals and also migration of 
young fish and emigration of older fish). The fishery is spread fairly evenly through the year, except 
for June and July (Bradford 2000). Thus, to apply the second method the catch would need to be 
partitioned by time of year and separate age-length keys would be required for each subset. Since 
there may well be a spatial component to the immigration of juveniles there would also need to be a 
spatial partition within at least some of the temporal subsets. 

On balance, it seems that the third method is best for the Chatham Rise. The main advantage of 
method two is low cost: large numbers of fish can be measured for little cost, but the costly process of 
age estimation is restricted to a few fish - sufficient to define an age-length key. This usually 
outweighs the disadvantage of the error introduced by the use of an age-length key (always only an 
approximation to the truth). However. the cost advantage is reduced or lost when many age-length 
keys are needed. It is not clear how many keys would be needed for this fishery. Also, our lack of 



knowledge about the timing and spatial aspects of migration make it difficult to allow for this factor in 
our partitioning of the catch. In the face of these uncertainties method three seems preferable. 

2.1 Need for stratification 

There are two reasons whv we should smtifv the observer and TCEPR data. Fmt, yearclass 
distributions in the catch va& both in space and-&ne. For example, Ballara & Livingston (2001) used 
MIX to estimate that the 1997 year class was less than 1% of the catch between October 1998 and 
January 1999, but was more thHn 10% of the catch in the remainder of the fishing year. Also, we 
know that, as a general rule, deeper tows catch larger (and thus, presumably, older) fish (see below). 
An appropriate stratification will increase t& precision of our estimated YCF. The second reason for 
stratification is to remove any bias arising because the coverage of observed tows is patchy in space 
and time (Bradford 2000). If, for example, a disproportionate number of observed tows occur early in 
the fishing year then we would underestimate the proportion of the 1997 year class in the catch if we 
do not stratify appropriately. 

The aim of the stratification is to minimise within-stratum variation in YCF. Because we have little 
information about YCFs in the catch we use mean length as a proxy. That is, we define strata to 
m-se within-stratum variation in mean length. How this can be achieved is described in Section 
3.2. 

2.2 An estimation formula 

In this section I describe the derivation of a formula to estimate a YCF. That is, a formula to estimate 
P, the proportion (by number) of fish in the total Chatharn Rise catch that are of sex s and in year- 
class y. An important point to note about the formula is that it uses the otolith data only to estimate 
age distributions within each sex. The overall sex ratio derives from the LF data and is independent of 
the otolith data 

We assume that the total Chathain Rise catch for a year has been partitioned into some number of 
strata. That is, each commercial tow has been allocated to a stratum. For some of the tows in each 
stratum we have observer data (weight of catch plus the length and sex of each fish in a random LF 
sample). For some of these observed tows we also have otolith data (the age and sex of each fish in a 
random otolith sample). 

Let w b  and n(l, denote the weight and number of fish of sex s and yearclass y in the ith observed tow 
ffom the jth s t r a m  We use superscripts and O if the weight (or number) refers just to the LF or 
otolith sample, respectively, and adopt the convention that dropping a subscript implies summing over 
i t  Thus, for example, nk is the total number of fish (of all sexes and year-classes) in the LF sample 

for the ith tow from thejth stratum, and n:is the corresponding number for the otolith sample. 

L 0 To start with, we know wu, nw , and nw , and we can estimate wi fiom the LF sample using a length- 
L weight relationship. Next, we can estimate nm as ng, wg/$ and nvv as n,,sn;v/ng (of course, rill, 

will be estimated only for those stations with an otolith sample). The proportion of fish in stratum j 
that are of sex s and in ageclass y, PI,, is given by 



where 

where Nj and W/ are the number and weight of fish in stratum j of the total catch, Wj comes k0m 
TCEPR data, and Nj is estimated as 

In (1) the summations are over all tows where there is at least one otolith of sex s; in (2) and (4) they 
are over all tows with an LF sample. 

3. EXPECTED PRECISION 

In this section I describe the data that were analysed, a stratification procedure that was applied to 
them, and a simulation exp-nt that produced estimates of expected precision. 

3.1 l h e  data 

Two data sets were available: TCEPR data giving vessel and station information, together with catch 
weights (of hob) for dl commercial tows, and observer data for a subset of these tows. Observers 
recorded a length-frequency (LP) by sex (typically 100 fish per tow) from all tows and collected a 
sample of otoliths (typically 3 per tow) fmmmost tows. Observer coverage was low in 1996-97, with 
only 7 trips and less than 2% of the catch observed (Table 1). This level of coverage was deemed to 
be too low to define a reasonable stratification so no further analyses are presented for 1996-97. 
Although the numben of obsemer trips in the remaining three years are very similar, both the 
percentage of the catch sampled and the number of otoliths collected varied by almost a factor of 2. 

Table 1: Description of the TCEPR and observer data by fishing year. -, not available. 
TCEPR Observer tows Otolith samole 

Percentage 
Number Number Number of catch Number Number 

Fishing year of tows of trips of tows sampled of tows of otolith 
1996-97 13 323 7 170 1.8 - - 
1997-98 16 778 20 717 7.1 614 1894 
1998-99 15 385 20 540 5.9 431 1374 
iw9-zoo0 13318 19 379 3.9 338 1058 

3.2 Stratification 

The following iterative procedure, analogous to tree-based regression (Clark & Regibon 1992), was 
used to stratify the catch in each year using the observer LP data. The variables considered as 
potentially useful for defining strata were latitude, longitude, depth (of the net), and day of (fishing) 
year (all start-of-tow values). Because the procedure works by successive splitting they are referred 



to as splitting variables. AU show some correlation with mean length (Figure. 1). There is a tendency 
to increasing length with increasing depth and longitude, but mean length decreases with inmasing 
day of year (the latter pattern is consistent with Ballara & Livingston's (2001) conclusion that the 
1997 and 1998 cohorts were in low abundance (in the catch) until February). Mean length is highest 
at highest and' lowest latitudes. 

1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000 

Mean length (cm) 
Figure 1: Mean length plotted against each of the foor variables used in stratification (depth, latitude, 
longitnde, date (day of year)) for each fishing year. Each point represents one observed tow. 



We started with all observed tows in a 'ngle stratum. At each step, one of the existing strata was split 
into two using one of four splitting variables. The two strata that were created from the split were 
defined by var I varo and var > van,, where var was one of the splitting variables and varo was a 
chosen break point. At each step we needed to make three choices: which stratum to split, which 
variable to use to split it, and what break point to use. These choices were made to minimise the sum 

of squares z , (~  -E,)' , where L, is the mean length in the LF sample fmm the ith tow from 

smtum j, and i, is the mean of the in stratum j. 

Two constraints were applied in this stratification procedure: no stratum should contain fewer than 
N- observed tows, and each new split should explain at least an additional 1% of the variance (i.e., it 
was required that 100(Sk - SM)/SO be greater than 1, where Sk is the above sum of squares after the kth 
split). The first constraint ensures that there are sufficient observer data to represent each stratum; the 
second (which is commonly used to determine which predictor variables should be included in a 
regression) avoids splitting strata unnecessarily. ARer a range of values of N- was evaluated (Table 
2) it was decided to use a value of 70. This is a compromise between wanting to explain as much 
variance as possible and not wanting to rely on the representativeness of small sets of tows. With this 
value for N., the smtification explained 50% of the variance in the 1997-98 data (using longitude 
and depth as spfitting variables), 25% of that in the 1998-99 data (using depth and day of year), and 
67% of that in the 1999-2000 data (again using depth and day of year). A much higher percentage of 
variance was explained in 1999-2000 because mean length and depth are correlated and the range of 
depths fished was much wider in this year (Figure 1). 

Table 2: Effect of varying N* (mhimmn number of tows per stratom) on the stratillcatton of the 
observer catch for 1997-98,1998-99, and 1999-2000. 

No. of % variance 
Year N., strata explained Splitting variables (in order) 



The resulting stratifications are described in Table 3 and illustrated in figure 2. The sequence of 
break points used in generating the strata, together with the associated percentages explained, are, 

for 1997-98: 178.6", 34%. 590 m, 13%; 530 m, 3% 
for 1998-99: 490 m, 14%; 12 Feb, 4%: 27 Feb, 4%. 550 m, 3% 
for 1999-2000: 625 m, 67%, 515 m, 4%; 17 May, 1%. 

Both the form of the chosen stratification and the amount of variance explained depend strongly on 
the pattern of observer coverage of the catch. For example, there is an area at the eastern end of the 
Chatham Rise (near 174' 30' W 44' S) where the mean length of hoki is unusually large. ,This area 
was fished in all thmz. years but it was only in 1997-98 that there was much observer coverage of it 
(see Figure 1). It was because of this coverage that the first stratification split in 1997-98 was by 
latitude, rather than by depth (as it was in the other two years). Although day of year wasn't used in 
the 1997-98 stratification it still explains a lot of the variance in mean length (an initial split at 8 
January would have explained 25% of the variance). The relatively patchy observer coverage in 
1999-2000 @gure 2) must have restricted the choice of stratification for the year. 

The distribution of the observer catch amongst the strata is quite similar to that for the full (TCEPR) 
catch in 1997-98 and 1998-99, but markedly different in 1999-2000 uable 3). 

Table 3: Desaiptioas of the stratification of the 1997-98,1998-99, and 1999-2000 Catches, including the 
percentage of the catch and the mean length io each stratum 

% catch in stratum Mean 
Year Stratum Description TCEPR observer length (cm) 
1997-98 1 west of 178.6O E, depth < 530 54 . 56 62 

2 west of 178.6'E. 530 <depth 5 590 20 22 64 
3 west of 178.6OE. 590 <depth 11 12 70 
4 east of 178.6' E 3 - 10 78 

100 100 

1998-99 1 depth S 490, on or before 27 Feb 24 19 66 
2 depth 5 490, a t k  27 Feb 16 26 62 
3 . 490 <depth < 550, on or before 12 Feb 20 19 68 
4 550 < dcpth, on or before 12 Feb 13 14 71 

1999-2MX) 1 depths 515, on or before 17 May 48 31 63 
2 depthS515,after17May 8 26 60 
3 515 <depth S 625 32 24 66 
4 625 <depth 1? - 18 85 

100 100 



Observed tows TCEPR tows 

36 170 174 178 186 
Longitude E 

Date Date 

. . .  . 

Date Date 

F i e  2: Distribution of observer (left panels) and TCEPR (right panels) tows within the stratifications 
described in Table 3. Each point represents one tow (but, to reduce elutter, the right-hand panels include 
only tows that caught more than 5 t of hoki), the lines are stratum boundaries, and the number in each 
stratum in the left-hand panels is the mean length (for observed tows, weighted by catch weight) for the 
stratum. 



3.3 Simulations 

A simulation procedure was used to estimate the expected precision (expressed as a weighted mean 
c.v.) of YCFS for a given otolith sample size for 1997-98 and 1998-99. The obvious source of 
uncertainty that contributes to the C.V. for our YCF is the sampling e m  associated with the selection 
of otoliths from the observed catches. However, we also need to allow for sampling e m  in the 
choice of catches to be observed (if different catches had been observed our estimated YCP would be 
different). Our simulation procedure followed the following four steps. 

1. Simulate a new set of observer station and LF data. 
2. Use the procedure of Section 3.2 to stratify the catch using the simulated data. 
3. Generate a sample of n, sexed "year classes" from the simulated data. 
4. Use the formulae of Section 2.2 to calculate a YCP. 

These steps were repeated 400 times 'and a weighted m e 4  C.V. was calculated from the resulting 400 

Y as S , r e  S = Pv, is the proportion offish of sex s and 
D 

year class y in the ith YCF, and P, = (x, P ~ ) / ~ o o .  [At Grst glance the above expression for the 

weighted mean C.V. seems mong. We might expect to use the expression (~,P,c,)/(~,P,). 

where C, is the C.V. of P, This clearly has the form of a weighted mean of c.v.s. However, it is 
exactly the same as the previous expression because P,C, = S, and Z P ,  = 1.1 

At step 3 we assumed that otoliths were collected at only 80% of observed tows (as was'true in 1998- 
99). Before describing the results of these simulations we need to give more details about Steps 1 and 
3. 

It is not straightforward to devise a procedure for Step 1 because the set of observed catches is not a 
simple random subset of all commercial catches. If one tow in a trip is observed then so will many 
(almost all?) of the other tows in that trip. Also, the choice of trips to be observed is not made at 
random. We used two versions of Step 1. In the first version we ignored the fact that observed tows 
are grouped by trips and simply picked % at random (with replacement) from the actual set of nm, 
observed tows for the year (so some tows would be chosen more than once and others would not be 
chosen at all). In the second version we first chose at random (with replacement) horn the actual 
set of observed trips. If there were m, observed tows in the Zth selected trip we chose m, of these 
at random (with replacement). Whichever version was used we simply transferred a l l  the station data 
(date, position, depth, catch weight, etc) and the W data from the chosen tows in the actual observer 
data to the simulated data. 

Note that the number of tows in our simulated observer data is always the same if we use the first 
version of Step 1, but varies substantially if we use the second version (with c.v.s of 22% for 1997-98 
and 25% for 1998-99). This variation arises because the number of tows per trip in the observer data 
is very variable. It is 

1,1,2P,4,6,8,9,15,18,31,36,42,49,60,72,73,76,79,131 for the 20 trips in 1997-98, and 
3,4,4,5,6,7,8,8,10,18,19,19,20,27,33,38,53,61,92,105 forthe 20 trips in 1998-99. 

We assume (hope!) that the true uncertainty associated with which tows are observed will lie 
somewhere between that generated by our two versions of Step 1. Version 1 is clearly unrealistic in 
that it allows no uncertainty in the number of observed tows and ignores the fact that W s  (and thus, 
presumably YCPs) from tows within the same trip are more alike than those fiom different trips. 
Francis & Tracey (2000) showed this for orange roughy observer data and similar calculations with 



the hoki data showed the same thing (author's unpublished data)). However, it is unclear whether the 
true uncertainty about the number of observed tows is as large as is produced with version 2. 

At Step 3 we could not actually simulate year-class data, as stated above, because we do not have the 
information to do so (recall that no otoliths had been mad at the time this work was done). Instead, we 
simulated length (and sex) data by selecting at random from the observer LF data. This means that 
what was calculated at Step 4 was actually an LF, rather than a YCP. However, we were able to 
convert this estimated LF to something similar to a YW by grouping the lengths in such a way as to 
mimic the expected frequencies. The expected YCP for the catch in each year (expressed here as an 
AF) was calculated by taking AFs from the January &than Rise surveys, dividing these by the 
estimated Tangaroa selectivity pattern at age and sex (born Cordue 2000) to get "population 
numbers", and then multiplying by the estimated fishing selectivity pattern. The estimated and 
simulated AFs are quite similar (Table 4). 

Table 4: Comparison of estimated and simulated age frequencies, together with the length range used to 
create the age frequencies The Last age group in each row is a plus group. Interpretation: the bold 
figures in the table say that an estimated 3.6% of the 1997-98 &itch was male of age 1; in the simulated 
data 2.7% of the catch was in this category; and that tbis simulated category was obtained by grouping 
mal& of length 30 to 54 cm. 

Aec class 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  11 12 

1997-98 male 
Estimated 0.036 0.018 0.239 0.050 0.064 0.044 0.005 0.007 0.013 0.007 
S i a t e d  0.027 0.012 0.217 0.044 0.055 0.033 0.005 0.008 0.010 0.006 
Lengthrange 30-54 55-55 56-63 64-66 67-72 72-77 78-78 79-80 81-84 85+ - 

1997-98 f d e  
Estimated 0.037 0.016 0.202 0.072 0.082 0.053 0.013 0.006 0.014 0.010 0.004 0.008 
Simulated 0.042 0.018 0.228 0.086 0.083 0.063 0.017 0.007 0.013 0.013 0.004 0.009 
Lengthrange 30-56 57-57 58.44 6569 70-75 76-81 8283 84-84 85-86 87-89 90-91 92+ 

1998-99 male 
Estimated 0.102 0.029 0.063 0.187 0.020 0.041 0.015 0.004 0.006 
Simulated 0.097 0.015 0.066 0.169 0.012 0.039 0.013 0.004 0.005 
Lengthrange 24-59 6 W  61-63 64-70 71-71 72-77 78-81 82-83 84+ 

1998-99 female 
Estimated 0.093 0.023 0.068 0.204 0.038 0.042 0.032 0.006 0.002 0.012 0.008 0.006 
S i a t e d  0.103 0.017 0.072 0.243 0.031 0.047 0.032 0.01 0.005 0.008 0.009 0.007 
Lengthrange 24-60 61-61 6264 65-72 72-74 75-78 79-82 83-84 85-85 86-87 88-91 92+ 

In order to determine the source of the unceaainty in Y@s we repeated the simulations in two 
different ways: without step 2 (i.e., without restratifying for each new set of observer data); and 
without steps 1 and 2 (i.e., generating the otolith data from the actual observer data). 

The results kern the simulations are quite different for the two years. Estimated c.v.s are always 
higher in 1998-99 (range 0.22 to 0.27) than in 1997-98 (range 0.12 to 0.24) (Table 5). If it were 
possible to take simple random samples of otoliths from the catch then we would expect c.v.s to 
increase by a factor of 2'.' when the sample size is doubled from 600 to 1200. ' With our more 
complicated sample structure the estimated increase is typically 1.6'~ (range 1.3'~ to 1.9") 

We can interpret the differences between the various columns of Table 5 in terms of answers to a 
series of questions. First, we might ask how much does the YCF we obtain depend on which 
particular otoliths are selected from each observed catch (always assuming that the selection is at 
random). The answer is "quite a lot", because the c.v.s in the coluirm '3,V are reasonably substantial. 
That is to say, we could expect to get quite diierent Y@s if we had selected different otoliths from 
the observed tows. Moreover, the effect is much saonger for 1998-99 than for 1997-98 (with c.v.s of 
0.22 and 0.27, compared to 0.12 and 0.17). That is, there was more within-tow variation in 1998-99. 
Next, we can ask how much the YCP depends on which tows are observed. We can answer this 
question by comparing columns "lv1,3,4" and "3,4". Here, we find very different answeis for the 



two years. In 1997-98 there is a marked increase in c.v.s (from 0.12 and 0.17, to 0.16 and 0.20). 
which indicates that it does matter which tows are observed. However, the differences were 
insignificant (less than 0.01) for the 1998-99 data. The answer to our third question - "do we really 
need to include step 2 in our simulations'?" - is "no", because there is very little difference between 
the c.v.~ from "lv1,3,4" and "lv1,2,3,4". Our final question asks whether there is any significant 
variation between trips. That is, are the YCFs from tows from the same trip typically more alike than 
are those from different trips? Here again we get different answers for the two different years. For 
1997-98, the estimated c.v.s with procedure "lvZ,3,4" are markedly bigger than those for "lv1,2,3,4", 
which suggests that the answer is "yes". However, for 1998-99 there is little difference. 

Table 5: ~xpeeted preeirZon of YCFs for 1997-98 and 1998-99 (expressed as weighted mean cva) as a 
function of sample size (nomber of oblitbs). Results are given for. four different versions of the 
simulation process (lvl and lv2 refer to versions 1 and 2 of step 1). 

Number of Steus included in simulation umcedure 
Year otoliths lvl.'2,3,4 lv23.3.4 lv1.3.4 3 4  
1997-98 MX) 0.20 0.24 0.20 0.17 

1200 0.16 0.21 0.15 0.12 
1998-99 600 0.27 0.27 036 0.27 

1200 022 0.24 0.22 0.22 

The precision of the YCFs will depend on how many year classes are included. The resnlts in Table 5 
are based on the AFs in Table 4. In forming these AFs the plus groups were constructed so that the 
expected frequency in each plus group would not exceed 0.01. For the 1998-99 data we examined the 
consequence of rais i i  that threshold to 0.05. This would put the plus group at ages 7 and 8 (for 
males and females, respectively) and would reduce the c.v.s in Table 5 by about 0.02. 

4. ESTIMATED YCFS FOR 1998-99AND 1999-2000 

From Table 5 it appears that the target C.V. of 0.20 for 1998-99 might not quite be met by the 
budgeted sample size of 1200 otoliths (depending on the number of year classes used).  or that 
reason it was decided to age all 1374 otoliths tbat were collected in 1998-99. Only 1058 otoliths were 
collected in 1999-2000 so all were aged. 

The otoliths were all read using the new protocol (described by Francis 2001) which specifies the 
recording of the radii of the fust three rings. For some ambiguous otoliths two readings were 
recorded, a fmt  and second choice. AU readings were assigned a consistency score, following the 
method of Francis (2001), and rated as acceptable if this score exceeded 5. 

Almost all otoliths (94% in 1999-2000 and more than 99% in 1998-99) were sampled before the 
nominal bi idate for the corresponding fishing year (1 August). For simplicity, ages were recorded 
as if all fish were sampled before this date. For example, a fish from the 1995 cohort (i.e., spawned in 
winter 1995) that was sampled in 1998-99 was recorded as age 3 regardless of whether it was caught 
before or after 1 August 1999. This simplified the conversion of ages to year classes. 

Very few otoliths were unreadable and only about 7% were considered ambiguous (Table 6). The 
percentage of acceptable readings was high (93%) for those otoliths with only one reading, and lower 
for the ambiguous otoliths. 



Table 6: Statistics associated with the readings of otolitbs from 1998-99 and 1999-2000. 

Number of otoliths Percentaee of readings that are acceutable 
Onlv lstof 2 2ndof 2 Both of 2 

Year Unreadable 1 reading 2 readings reading readings readings readings 
1998-99 0 1277 84 93 83 82 70 
1999-2000 12 960 83 93 84 65 53 

Yearclass hquencies (Yes )  were calculated for each fishing year using the formulae of Section 2 2  
and the stratifications of Table 3. Following Francis (2001). the ages were interpreted in two 
alternative ways: "1st preference" (ignoring the consistency scores and using the preferred reading 
when there were two readings), and "with scores" (reject scores less than 5 and give equal weighting 
to both readings when there are two with scores greater than 5). The length-weight parameters used 
in converting numbers to weights were a = 0.004, b = 2.95 (Annala et al 2000, p. 193, W(g) = 
a~cm)]?. Three Y e s  were calculated for each year: 

with scores strat -using "with scores" ages and the stratilication of Table 3 
1st pref. strat -using 1st preference ages and the stratification of Table 3 
1st pref. unstrat. - using 1st preference ages and no stratification (calculated only to 

illustrate the effect of stratification) 

For 1998-99 all three YCFs were similar, but in 1999-2000 the unstratified YCF was substantially 
different fcom both stratified YCFs Figure 3). The (stratified) 1999-2000 YCFs were dominated by 
the 1997 cohort (then aged 2) and in both years females outnumbered males in the catch for almost all 
year classes. There was much more between-stratum variation in YCFs in 1999-2000 than in 1998- 
99 @%gure 4). This, together with the fact that the between-stratum dishibution of observer catch in 
this year was very different from that for the total (TCEPR) catch (see Table 3). is why the stratitied 
and unstratified YCFs were so different in 1999-2000. In this year the stratum YCFs are most 
different from the overall YCF in strata 2 and 4, which together contribute only 19% of the total catch 
(but 44% of the observer catch). 
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Figore 3: Comparison of estimated year classfrequencies (YCFs) (these estimates are tabulated In 
Appendix 1). The top four panek compare the three alternative YCFs (with scores strat., 1st pref. strat., 
1st preE unstrat) for each eombiition of sex and fishing year; the bottom two panels compare male and 
female YCFs (with scores strat.) for each tishing year. For each line plotted the sum of proportions is 
equal to the estimated proportion of that sex in the catch for that year. 
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Figure 4: Estimated year dass frequencies (YCFs) by year, sm, and stratum, calculated using ''with 
scores strat-" ages. For each line plotted the m of proportions is equal to the estimated proportion of 
that sex in the catch for that year and s h a m  and the vertical scale is the same for each YCF within a 
panel (bnt dBem amongst the four panels). The vertical dotted line, which Indicates the most abundant 
year class in the overall YCF OabeUed 'All'), is intended to aid comparisons 



5. WEIGHTING BY CATCH 

After most of this report had been written it was realised that it might have been better to have used a 
weighting by catch in the stratification procedure. This section investigates what difference such a 
weighting would make to the estimated YCFs. 

The stmtification procedure described in Section 3.2 involves minimising the sum of squares x , ( ~  -E,)' . where 4 is the mean length in the LP sample from the ilb tow from stratum j, and 

Z,is the mean of the & in stratum j. In retrospect, it might have been better to weight this sum of 
- 2 

squares by the catch weights, Wq, so that we are minimising Ziw,(h -L,) . When this was 

done, different stratifications were obtained, typically with more strata (see Appendix 2). However, 
the YCFs differed substantially only for the two youngest male year classes in 1999-200 (Figure 5). 
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F i e  5: Comparison of estimated year class frequencies (YCFs) calculated using the original 
(unweighted) stratification with those using the catch-weighted stratiGcation of Section 5. For each line 
plotted the sum of proportiow is equal to the estimated proportion of that sex in the catch for that year. 
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6. DISCUSSION 

The work described above clearly meets the four objectives set out in Section 1. In principle, the 
YCFs estimated here should provide stock assessment information superior to that from MM (which 
has always been used for the Chatham Rise hoki catch). It certainly allows estimation of proportions 
for more year classes. However, there are some doubts about the quality of the estimated YCFs. 

There are two factors (excluding ageing e m )  that could bias the YCFs estimated here. First, the 
observed tows may not be a representative sample of all tows (this would also bias MIX estimates). 
One of the aims of the stratifying the catch was to correct for this potential fault. For example, in 
1999-2000, 18% of the observed catch was h m  tows deeper than 625 m, but only 11% of the total 
catch was this deep (see Table 3). Because of the stratification, this disparity (a lack of 
representativeness) doesn't matter (i.e., it doesn't bias the estimated YCF). However, any lack of 
representativeness within strata cannot be corrected for. There is clear cause for concern in the 1999- 
2000 sample because the within-stratum distribution of all (TCEPR) tows, by date and depth, is quite 
different from that for the observed tows (see Rgure 2, bottom panels). Also, the substantial change 
in the male year-class frequencies when the stratification was changed @gure 5) is of concern. 

A second biasing factor involves the selection of otoliths. If this is not random the YCTs could be 
biased. One way to test for a bias in the selection of otoliths is to compare the lengths of fish that are 
otolithed with the full leneth samnle from the same tow. A way of doing this is described in 
Appendix 3. The results ;om thii comparison 
suggest that the selection was not random in 
either 1997-98 or 1998-99 (Figure 6). In 1998- 
99 there was a tendency to select larger fish, with 
more than twice as many fish being taken from 
the top decide of the length distribution as from 
the bottom decile. In 1997-98, there was a 
tendency to select the largest and smallest fish; 
the number of fish in the two extreme deciles is 
more than 50% greater than that in the two 
middle deciles. 

Figure 6: Resolls from test of the randomness of 
the selection of otoliths for each fishing year. If the 
se1ection were random the histograms should be 
approximately 5 t  The shape of the 1998-99 
hkbgmm suggests a tendency to select larger fish. 
The p value given above each histogram is from a 
test of the null hypothesis of randomness. See 
Appendk 3 for details 

Otolith score 

When this analysis was camed out for each observer trip (rather than each fishing year, as in Figure 
6), I found a significant departure from randomness in 13 out of the 25 trips in which more than 50 
otoliths were collected. The breakdown of these results by year (7 significant of 10 trips for 1997-98. 
3 of 8 for 1998-99, and 3 of 7 for 1999-2000) suggests that there may be a problem with the 1999- 
2000 sample. 



Although there is clearly some cause for concern about bias in these YCFs it is difficult to say (and 
beyond the scope of the present project) how serious this bias might be. Further work is warranted. 
One possible way of reducing any bias caused by non-random sampling of otoliths would be to use 
age-length keys. As mentioned above, this is not straightfonvard, because it is not sensible to use the 
same age-length key for all fish. The age distribution of fish of a given length will vary during the 
year as all fish grow, and as some migrate into or out of the area There may also be spatial patterns 
in this distribution. 

A reviewer has made two suggestions that are worth considering in stratifying the catch for future 
estimation of YCFs. Fit, vessel characteristics (e.g., length, processing type) may be useful as 
stratifying variables (Bull 2000). Second, when date is used as a stratifyiig variable it may not 
always be sensible to represent this by day of fishing year (as was done here). For example, the 
bottdm right panel of Fig& 1 suggestitG for 1999-%OO, it would have been more sensibl&to split 
the war at, say, 1 August (so that the September 2000 catches were treated as adjacent to those from 
0cthm 19991which they appear to resemble in terms if mean lengths). 

One question that was raised in Section 3.3 is of interest to other researchers using observer data. 
This is "Are the YCPs from two observer tows from the same trip typically more alike than are those 
from tows from different trips?". It is common in using these data to assume (usually implicitly) that 
the answer is ''No". The present results (in Table 5) suggest that a better answer is "Only 
sometimes". 
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Appendix 1: Estimated year-class frequencies 

Male 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0346 
0.0034 
0.0022 
0.0070 
0.0116 
0.0340 
0.0684 
0.0674 
0.1159 
0.0832 
0.0188 
0.0008 

Table Al: Estimated YCFs for 1998-99, as plotted in left-hand panels of F%ure 3. 
1st mef. unstrat 1st mef. strat. with scores strat 

Female Male Female Male Female 
0.0013 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 

Table A2: Estimated YCFs for 199p.2000, as plotted in @t-hand panels of Figure 3. . - . 
1st mef. unstrat 1st mef. s&t. with scores strat 

Male Female Male Female Male Female 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0055 
0.0123 
0.0056 
0.0077 
0.0170 
0.0112 
0.0095 
0.0203 
0.0428 
0.0339 
0.0574 
0.0370 
0.0534 
0.2211 
0.0327 



Appendix 2: Details on weighting by catch 

In this Appendix I present detailed results from the alternative stratification algorithm described in 
Section 5. 

Table A 3  meet of varying Nmb (minimum number of tows per stratam) on the stratification of the 
observer catch for 1997-98,1998-99, and 1999-2000 using the method described in Section 5. (TO be 
compared with analogous r d t s  tn Table 2.) 

No. of 46 variance 
Year N,, strata explained Splitting variables (in order) 

Table A4: Descriptions of the stratification of the 1997-98, 1998-99, and 1999-2000 catches using the 
method described in Sedion 5. (To be compared with analogous results in Table 3.) 

Year Stratum Description 
1997-98 1 east of 178.6'E 

% catch in stratum Mcan 
TCEF'R observer length(cm) 

15 10 78 
2 west of 178.6'E. depth 5 535, before Feb 3 23 10 59 
3 west of 178.6%. depth 5 535.3 Feb - 8 Apt 13 19 64 
4 west of 178.6%. depth 5 535. after 8 Apt 20 30 62 
5 west of 178.6'E. 535 <depth 5 590 18 19 65 
6 west of 178.6%. 590 <depth 11 12 70 

1998-99 1 depth $495. east of 174.2% 12 22 66 
2 depth 5 495, west of 174.2%. before 18 Feb 18 9 64 
3 depth < 495, west of 174.Z0E, after 17 Feb 12 16 60 
4 495 < depth 5 545, before 13 Feb 17 17 68 
5 545 <depth, before 13 Feb 15 15 71 
6 495 <depth, aftm 12 Feb 26 . 21 66 

1999-2000 1 south of 43.7"s. depth < 490 
2 south of 43.7%. 490 c depth < 625 
3 north of 43.7%. depth 5 625 
4 625 < depth 



Appendix 3: Randomness of otolith selection 

In this Appendix I describe how Figure 6 was com~c ted  and how it, together with the associated 
statistical test, illustrates a lack of randomness in otolith selection in 1997-98 and 1998-99. 

In each observed tow from which otoliths were taken a sample of fish (typically 100) was sexed and 
lengthed. Then otoliths were removed from a subsample (typically of size three) of this sample. I 
assigned a score between 0 and 1 to each selected otolith according to where the associated fish length 
lay in the range of all lengths measured for that tow. If the lengths of the full sample, in ascending 
order, were Ll. LQ, ... L, and an otolith was taken h m  the fish with length Lf then the score assigned to 
that otolith would be (i - 0.5)ln. If there were several fish of the same length as the otolithed fish, say 
Lf, ..., 4 then the score would be averaged acr0i.s these, i.e., it would be [0.5(i +I)  - 0.5Iln. 

If the otoliths are selected at random h m  the length sample we would expect the distribution of the 
otolith scores to be approximately uniform between 0 and 1. I tested the hypothesis of randomness 
for each fishing year by comparing the heights of the histogram bars in Figure 6 with the expected 
values using the statistic 

where ht is the height of the ith histogram bar and N is the total number of otoliths sampled in the 
year. If the sample is random S should have a chi-squared distribution with 9 degrees of freedom, 
which means that the null hypothesis should be rejected, at the 0.05 significance level, if S exceeds 
16.9. 

I said that the otolith scores should be upproimately uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. Might 
this affect our significance test? Clearly the distribution is not exactly uniformbecause the scores can 
take only discrete values. In particular, for tow with a length sample of size n the score cannot be less 
that 0.5h or greater than (n - 0.5)ln. I don't believe the significance test will be much affected 
because (a) there is a wide range of length sample sizes, (b) more than 95% of these sample sizes are 
greater than 50, and (c) we are using only 10 bii in our histogram. 


